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Isotopic Raman broadening due to Anderson localization of harmonic phonons in partially
deuterated ice VII and VIII
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Raman spectra from molecular systems are typically regarded as comprising a set of sharp peaks. These
arise from both single-molecule modes and extended � point phonons being, in theory, harmonic oscillators.
Broadening is typically assigned to thermal, linewidth, and anharmonic effects. Here we measure significant
broadening in the Raman signal from partially deuterated water ices VII and VIII, which is absent in the pure
systems. This isotopic broadening is much greater than any anharmonic effects and is reproduced by lattice
dynamics calculations assuming only harmonic bonding. Instead, it arises from mass disorder induced phonon
localization. This localization leads to many overlapping modes with a range of frequencies dependant on local
isotopic environment and Raman activity due to lack of distinct molecular or crystalline symmetry.
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Anderson localization is a phenomenon where lattice dis-
order disrupts diffusive transport resulting in localization, and
has been observed in various systems including visible light
[1], electrons [2], and microwaves [3]. It predicts that suf-
ficient disorder in masses, bond strengths [4], or molecular
orientation [5–7] causes the wavelike nature of phonons to
break down and the vibrations to become localized. Such so-
called “phonon localization” was subsequently found in dense
hydrogen-deuterium alloys where the large mass difference
between the isotopes was sufficient to drive localization [8,9].

Hydrogen and deuterium differ in mass by a factor of
almost two, the largest ratio between the stable isotopes of
any element. In hydrogen-deuterium mixtures, localization
occurs in phases that are only stable at extreme pressures
above 200 GPa. These are experimentally challenging to in-
vestigate and, consequently, their structures are not certain
[8–10]. Here we report the observation of phonon localiza-
tion in isotopically disordered ice VII and VIII at pressures
between 2.5 and 20 GPa. Water ice has been widely studied
in this regime [11–15] and its structure is well known which
simplifies analyzing the localization. The Raman spectra of
natural, 50% deuterated and 99.9% deuterated ices are investi-
gated by combined experiments and density functional theory
(DFT), revealing mass disorder induced phonon localization
in the isotopically mixed system.

Normal (H2O) and heavy (D2O) water have significantly
different properties [16,17]. Partially deuterated water un-
dergoes rapid proton/deuteron exchange forming semiheavy
water, HOD, via the equilibrium reaction: H2O + D2O <=>
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2HOD. At 25 ◦C and ambient pressure, the equilibrium con-
stant is 3.86 [18], meaning the concentration of HOD in a
50% deuterated sample is approximately twice that of H2O
or D2O. Partially deuterated water has been subject to limited
investigation, though modifications in the ambient-pressure
hydrogen bonding of liquid water [19] and ice Ih [20], and
high-pressure viscosity [21] have been studied.

Water has a rich phase diagram with many polymorphs
depending on pressure, temperature, and sample history [22],
though the phase boundaries vary only sightly with isotopic
composition [23]. At room temperature, liquid water freezes
to form ice VI at 1 GPa, which then converts to ice VII at
2.1 GPa. Ice VII covers a large area of PT space and consists
of a body centered cubic array of oxygen atoms tetrahedrally
linked by disordered hydrogens such that each oxygen has
two donor and two acceptor hydrogen bonds. This forms
two interpenetrating, but not interconnected, cubic diamond
lattices [15]. Many of the transitions from ice VII to adjacent
phases only involve the hydrogen atoms and leave the oxygen
lattice intact, for example proton-ordered ice VIII, proton
symmetrized ice X, and the plastic and superionic phases at
higher temperature [13,15,24–26]. Raman spectroscopy is an
ideal probe to study isotope effects on the hydrogen sublattice
dynamics.

Here we present high-resolution Raman spectra of normal,
50% deuterated and 99.9% deuterated ice VII from 2.5 to
20 GPa. Accompanying DFT calculations on ice VIII agree
closely with the experiment and reveal mass disorder induced
vibrational localization to play an important role in the Raman
spectra of the partially deuterated system.

Samples were compressed in a diamond anvil cell equipped
with low fluorescence diamond anvils with 400 µm culets.
Rhenium gaskets were prepared to 120 µm thickness with
a 205 µm hole drilled using electrical discharge machining.
Pressure was determined via the fluorescence wavelength of
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a ruby sphere with an uncertainty of 0.03 GPa [27]. Samples
were distilled water, deuterated water (99.9% atom D, Sigma
Aldrich), and an equimolar mixture of these. Raman spectra
were collected using a 514 nm argon ion laser. Voigt functions
were used for peak fitting.

The Raman signal from the diamond anvils must be sub-
tracted where it coincides with features from the sample, for
example the O-D stretch in water and second order diamond
Raman around 2200 to 2400 cm−1. We used the same anvils
for each sample, with gaskets prepared to be as similar as
possible, such that the Raman spectrum from normal water,
which has no detectable Raman modes coinciding with second
order diamond, can be used as a reference at a given pressure.
In all cases the measured pressure was within 2% of the target
pressure. The success of this method is outlined in Fig. S1 of
the Supplemental Material [28].

DFT calculations were performed with the CASTEP code
[29], using norm-conserving pseudopotentials generated on
the fly and the PBE exchange-correlation functional [30].
Electronic wave functions are expanded in a plane wave basis
set (cutoff energy Ec = 600 eV, 6x6x6 (4x4x4) k-point grids)
for the ice VIII primitive unit cell (16 molecule supercell).
Structures of ice VIII were fully optimized at pressures be-
tween 0 and 20 GPa.

Raman spectra were simulated for 16-molecule
(
√

2,
√

2, 1) supercells of ice VIII’s conventional unit
cell, with harmonic phonon frequencies and Raman
intensities obtained from density functional perturbation
theory (DFPT) [31]. The 50% and 99.9% deuterated samples
were approximated by using cells with 4 H2O/4 D2O/8 HOD
and 15 D2O/1 HOD molecules, respectively. For the former,
spectra were averaged over 16 random distributions of the
molecules in the cell.

In the Raman experiment all samples exhibited the ex-
pected phases from liquid to ice VI to ice VII with transition
pressures of 1.0 GPa and 2.1 GPa. The Raman spectra of H2O
and D2O agree with previous results [12,32]. The D2O sample
has a weak Raman peak in the O-H stretch region implying
that there is a small quantity of hydrogen present. This peak
will be almost entirely due to HOD embedded in D2O as the
vast excess of deuterium will make the concentration of H2O
negligible.

Raman spectra of ice VII were measured between 2.5 and
20 GPa in 2.5 GPa steps and simulated for ice VIII using DFT
at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 GPa. Ice VIII is a proton-ordered form
of ice VII and has a very similar Raman spectrum [33]. Simu-
lating the proton disorder of ice VII in addition to the isotopic
disorder, would be computationally challenging for arguably
relatively little insight, because our main focus is to show that
mass disorder alone causes the localization. Experimentally
cooling the sample to measure ice VIII requires the use of
a cryostat which reduces the quality of the Raman spectra.
It also makes the very tight pressure control required for
comparison between isotopic mixture and subtraction of the
second order diamond feature from the O-D region extremely
challenging. Therefore, ice VIII is used for all calculations
while the experiment uses the closely related ice VII. Exper-
imental and simulated Raman spectra at 10 GPa are shown
in Fig. 1. Ice VII has three regions of Raman activity de-
tectable in this study, shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). At low

shift [Fig. 1(a)] the lattice modes are, within experimental res-
olution, insensitive to the isotopic makeup of the compounds.
As they are dominated by molecular translations and hence by
the oxygen mass, this is expected.

At higher shift [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. the O-D and O-H
stretches are seen. The isotopically pure samples each exhibit
three well defined stretching modes. In contrast, the stretch
features of the partially deuterated sample occupy narrower
frequency ranges and are asymmetric with a ramp downward
upon frequency increase, but otherwise featureless. We in-
terpret this as a result of many overlapping modes with the
frequency of each O-H (O-D) stretch depending on the local
isotopic composition. Initially, this interpretation is supported
by the much narrower symmetric Raman mode arising from
HOD embedded in D2O near 3240 cm−1 in the O-H stretch
region of the highly deuterated sample. In this case the HOD
molecules are too far apart to couple effectively, and instead
each O-H bond vibrates in isolation. DFT calculations, dis-
cussed below, further support this interpretation, revealing
many Raman active phonons in these frequency ranges, with
energies and intensities depending on the local isotopic envi-
ronment.

No Raman modes of ice VII are experimentally observ-
able outside the regions shown in Fig. 1. However, some
additional modes are calculated at low to mid frequency but
not experimentally observed. This spectral region is shown in
Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material [28]. Similar modes are
observed and calculated in the IR spectra of ice VII [34,35],
and it is likely that anharmonicity and lifetime broadening
effects, which are absent in our DFPT, are responsible for the
modes not being observed experimentally. The offset between
experimental and simulated peak positions in Fig. 1 is up
to 200 cm−1 in the O-H stretch region due to anharmonicity
effects [36]. However, those effects are mostly due to the
intramolecular O-H and O-D covalent bond potential energy
surface, so peak spacings and relative intensities (which arise
from intermolecular interactions) are much better accounted
for at the harmonic DFPT level of theory, and allow for the
detailed comparisons between the different isotopic mixtures
further below.

The pressure dependence of the Raman shifts are summa-
rized in Fig. 2. The features of the mixed sample are much
broader than any individual peak for the pure samples, see
Fig. S3 of the Supplemental Material [28] for plotted full
width at half maxima (FWHM). This is interpreted as the
O-H and O-D stretching Raman features of the isotopically
mixed sample consisting of many modes close in energy that
are not individually resolvable, so the width of the feature
arises from the range of vibrational energies present. This
range increases with pressure as increased density leads to
stronger interactions between neighboring molecules, and so
an increased effect of local isotopic composition on the vibra-
tional frequency of a given O-H bond.

To further understand the vibrational properties, par-
ticularly of the isotopic mixture, we performed phonon
calculations and simulated Raman/IR intensities on pure
H2O, D2O, and 50% H:D mixtures. For the latter, we averaged
spectra over 16 different isotope distributions in 16-molecule
supercells of ice VIII; see Fig. 3(b) for a representative cell.
Figures 1(d)–1(f) show simulated spectra at 10 GPa, with all
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of ice VII at 10 GPa. (a), (b), (c): the lattice modes, background subtracted O-D stretching region, and O-H
stretching region experimentally observed. (d), (e), (f): DFT simulation of the same regions. Intensity scale varies between frames. The dotted
lines under the simulated spectra of the isotopically mixed system give the projections of the modes onto each molecular species.

modes displayed as Lorentzians with fixed 10 cm−1 linewidth.
The spectra agree very well with the experimental data in
all three frequency regions. Absolute O-D/O-H stretch fre-
quencies are offset from the experiment, which is an artifact
of the exchange-correlation functional [37], but relative peak
intensities and isotope effects are captured very well.

We note first that some features of the Raman spectra (such
as the characteristic ramp) are not indicative of the overall
phonon frequency distribution. In Fig. 3(a) we show the zone-
centered phonon density of states (DOS), as well as simulated
Raman and IR spectra in Fig. 3(c). In the mixture, the O-D
and O-H stretches occupy the same frequency ranges as in
pure D2O and H2O but are much less peaked, as expected with
the loss of clearly defined collective excitations. The Raman
spectrum [c.f. Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)] shows the downward ramp
with frequency but neither IR nor overall phonon DOS show
this. In the bending region (1000–2000 cm−1) a new mode ap-
pears in the mixture, due to the presence of HOD species (see
also next paragraph). The lattice modes (below 1000 cm−1)
are much broader and less defined in the mixture compared
to pure H2O and D2O. Next, we used the inverse participa-
tion ratio [38] to quantify the degree of (de)localization of
all phonon modes, Lν = ∑

i(e
2
νix + e2

νiy + e2
νiz )2, where eνiα

are the Cartesian components of the normalized displacement
vector of mode ν and atom i. Lν tends to 1/N for a mode
equally distributed across all atoms, and to one for a mode
fully localized on a single atom. Figure 3(d) shows the dis-
tributions of Lν for all three compounds. The modes in pure
H2O and D2O are, as expected, very delocalized, close to the
lower bound of Lν ≈ 0.02. By contrast, for the mixture Lν

has a much broader distribution and a very long tail to large
values, i.e., modes are much more localized.

For the isotopically mixed data, we further projected all
phonon eigenvectors onto the molecular species—H2O, D2O,
and HOD. Figures 4(a) and 4(c) shows the resulting projected
phonon-DOS and projected Raman intensities. We note that
HOD molecules contribute as much as D2O/H2O to the O-
D/O-H vibron, both for Raman and for the phonon DOS. The
three peaks in the bending region (1000–2000 cm−1) are each
associated with a specific molecule, and the lattice modes are
combinations of all three molecules. Figure 4(b) shows the
distribution of Lν against frequency in the O-D/O-H stretch
region (accumulated from all 16 different supercells), and col-
ored by normalized Raman intensity for each mode ν. There is
little correlation between mode localization and frequency or
Raman intensity. The large number of modes more localized
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Experimental ice VII Raman mode frequencies vs. pres-
sure for various isotopic compositions: (a) the O-H stretching region,
(b) the O-D stretching region, (c) the lattice modes. Both the max-
imum intensity and FWHM of the stretching features for 50%
deuterated ice are shown, revealing substantial broadening in the O-H
stretch region with increased pressure.

than in pure H2O/D2O (Lν > 0.1) spans the entire frequency
range of the O-D/O-H stretch regions, leading to the lack of
clear features in the spectra. The characteristic ramp shape
of the stretches in the mixture is due to a relatively small
number of highly Raman active modes at the lower frequency
end of each stretch rather than, for instance, a renormalization
of phonon modes in the mixture. Those Raman active modes
span a range of localization (0.05 � Lν � 0.25) and involve
both the pure D2O/H2O species as well as HOD molecules,
see Fig. 4(c). As the latter make up 50% of the molecules in
the cells, they act to couple the O-D/O-H stretches throughout
the lattice.

Finally, we show in Fig. 4(d) the distribution of Lν for the
three molecule types, by classifying each phonon mode by the
dominant molecule type in its displacement vector eν . Phonon
modes dominated by HOD molecules are significantly less

FIG. 3. (a) DFT zone-center phonon DOS’s for the ice VIII
structure at 10 GPa for H2O, D2O, and the 50:50 mixture (averaged
over 16 isotope distributions). (b) Example 16-molecule supercell
for mixture phonon calculations; O/H/D atoms are red/white/blue
spheres. (c) Simulated Raman and IR intensities for the same
structures. (d) Inverse participation ratio (IPR) distribution for the
phonons of the three compounds.

localized than modes dominated by H2O/D2O. This sug-
gests that collective excitations are most easily formed by
coupling to the HOD sublattice, while modes on H2O/D2O
cannot so easily span the lattice. Ice VII/VIII comprises two
interpenetrating hydrogen-bonded sublattices, each with di-
amondlike H-bond topology. The percolation threshold for
a diamond lattice is 0.43 [39], so the expected HOD occu-
pancy of ∼0.5 suggests that excitations delocalized over the
HOD network are viable, while those over H2O and D2O
are not.

In conclusion, we report phonon localization in partially
deuterated ice VII/VIII, as isotope effects disrupt the order
of hydrogen masses in the crystal lattice. This is the second
system in which isotopic Anderson localization of phonons
has been observed, the previous being dense hydrogen-
deuterium mixtures at pressures in excess of 200 GPa.
In contrast to dense hydrogen, ice VII and VIII occur at
accessible conditions and have well known crystal struc-
tures. DFT calculations are able to reproduce the measured
spectra and reveal that many of the O-H (O-D) stretch-
ing modes are localized over small clusters of molecules.
The observed Raman features arise from many localized
modes closely spaced in energy, explaining their appearance.
Lower frequency, in-phase vibrations tend to have higher
Raman activity, leading to the characteristic ramp shape of
the Raman signal. Additionally, HOD molecules couple vi-
brations between O-H and O-D stretches, and those modes
that are dominated by the more abundant HOD molecules
are generally less localized, suggesting percolationlike
behavior.
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FIG. 4. Analysis of DFT phonon data of the ice VIII 50:50 isotope mixture at 10 GPa, colors refer to molecule type within the partially
deuterated ice. (a), (c) Zone-centered phonon DOS and simulated Raman projected onto H2O/D2O/HOD molecules. (b) Inverse participation
ratio (IPR) Lν of O-D and O-H vibrons against frequency, shaded by Raman activity (using all data from 16 configurations). (d) Distribution
of Lν , with modes assigned to dominant molecule type.
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